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The Street-play and Theatre Troupe 
 
Mahajal – The Big Fishing Net was written by Mr Rakesh Raman, a playwright from Ranchi, 
Jharkhand, and performed by his theatre troupe on three occasions: 
 

� On 19 and 20 April 2003 in two of the villages of the street-play’s inspiration in 
Ranchi – Fulwar Toli in Bundu Block and Chhota Changru in Silli Block, and 

� On 24 and 25 April at the Policy Review Workshop held in Noida, Delhi. 
 
The street-play was written as an interpretation of the collective outcomes of the six project 
Case Studies carried out in Jharkhand, Orissa and West Bengal – with the six texts, four 
PowerPoint presentations and three CD-ROM film documentaries as the playwright’s source 
material.1  
 
Act One sets the scene of fisherfolk’s livelihoods and the difficulties they face in a tribal 
village. Act Two places the project’s policy change recommendations within the context of 
the characters’ lives and aspirations. 
 
Before Mahajal’s performance in Noida, Delhi, the theatre troupe traveled on two days to 
Fulwar Toli and Chhota Changru, where Act One was performed and the respective Case 
Study film documentaries – “A Proactive Village” and “A Progressive Farmer” – were also 
screened using a lap-top, projector and generator. During the Policy Review Workshop, Act 
One was performed at the conclusion of the first day, and Act Two in the middle of the 
second day.2 
 
The members of the theatre troupe included: 
 
Mr Rakesh Raman Director and Technical Officer 

Ms Meena Raman Production Manager 

Mr Shankar Oraon Nat (Male Narrator) 

Ms Rankita Raman Nati (Female Narrator) 

Mr Kisan Prasad Baba (Old Man) 

Mr Rajendra Mirdha Machhua 

Ms Gauri Das Sugni 

Mr Ramesh Kumar Raghua 

Mr Ashok Kumar Nandu 

Mr Pawan Kesri Tena 

Mr Mayank Raman Jitu 

Mr Parmeshwar Sahu Kaku 

Ms Nira Oraon Machali Rani (Queen Fish) 

Mr Manish Kumar District Officer 

Mr Chotu Panda Drumist and Singer 
 

                                                
1 These materials are available in the “Case Studies” publication and on the project CD-ROM. 
2 The proceedings are documented in the “Policy Review Workshop” report, also on the CD-ROM.  
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English Script 
 

Mahajal – The Big Fishing Net 
A drama based on the lives of fisherfolk 

 
Act One 

 
Enter Nati (the Female Narrator). She is acting as if she has a basket-load of fish on her head and, 
moving around, announces the availability of fresh fish for sale. Nat (the Male Narrator) looks at her 
as if very surprised. 
 
Nati Fish … fresh fish … take away … buy … fish … fresh fish. 

 
Nat (Surprised) Fish … fresh fish … Oh, shit! … Fish … shit! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is repeated once more around the “stage”. 
 
Nati Take some fresh fish … fresh fish. 

 
Nat Fish … Oh, shit! 

 
This is repeated again to attract a crowd. 
 
Nati Take some fresh fish … fresh fish. 

 
Nat (Suddenly coming in front of Nati, jumping) Oh, my dear, what is all this? … What 

are you carrying? … You didn’t even tell me, you cheat! 
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Nati Oh, my dear, you appear to be sick again … Forgotten what we have to show today 

… What have we to tell our audience today? 
 

Nat Oh dear, just look here … I am Nat … How can I forget? … Our work is well 
known. 
 

Nat and Nati We have to show a play to the public. 
 

Nati Then let us begin! 
 

Nat and Nati start singing and dancing together. 
 
Nat and Nati Oh brothers … we tell you a story. 

 
Nat We tell you worthy words, Oh brothers. 

 
Nati The story is of a far-off village. 

 
Nat From the cool shade of the peepul tree. 

 
Nati Shh … shh … shh … Silence … Look who is coming, my dear. 

 
Nat Oh dear, This is … This is … Our … 

 
Nati Ah … Ah … Ah … My dear, don’t say anything, we have to stay quiet. 
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Enter the Queen Fish, dancing to a tune and a beautiful song from the background. When the song is 
over, the Queen Fish exits.  The narrators come back to action. 
 
Nati My dear, make me clear … What’s the significance of the Queen Fish? 

 
Nat Oh dear, don’t argue … the Queen Fish has come with a message. 

 
Nat and Nati Oh brothers, this is the story of fishermen … of those unlucky ones. 

 
Nat From a far-off village … without any road and electricity. 

 
Nati Walk six miles to reach the road head … where everybody sleeps soon after sunset 

as there is no light. 
 

Nat Here, in this village, lives our hero … Machhua. 
 

Nati His wife Sugni and friend Raghua. 
 

The narrators move to a corner. Four fishermen are playing cards in another corner. Raghua enters 
running. 
 
Raghua Friends, did you hear anything? Shocking … something shocking! 

 
Seeing Raghua so shocked, all of them stop playing and surround him. 
 
Kaku What’s the matter, Raghu? 

 
Nandu What is it that is shocking?  

 
Raghua Nandu, brother! Machhua … our Machhua! 

 
Tena Yes, yes … Wha … Wha … What happened to him? 

 
Raghua He has gone mad, Tena … Mad! 

 
Kaku What rubbish? He was with me in the morning for an hour. We had gone to the 

pond together with the nets. 
 

Raghua Yes, yes, after returning from there, he took out the mahajal from the house. 
 

Jitu Mahajal! There isn’t that much water in the pond. 
 

Raghua It is not water, Jitu. He is going to set fire to the net! 
 

Kaku What? Setting fire to the mahajal! Let’s go there … let’s go! 
 

They all exit from one corner. The narrators come into action again. 
 
Nat So, gentlemen … here is the story of mahajal. 
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Nati Time flies very fast, so before they come, please see what is happening to 

Machhua. 
 

The narrators freeze. Enter Machhua, shouting and very upset. 
 
Machhua Where the hell are you? … I am asking for a matchbox since long … Is there no 

matchbox in the whole village … Give me the matchbox, Sugni … Sugni, are you 
dead? 
 

Sugni It would have been better if I were dead … How do I convince you? 
 

Machhua I don’t want you to tell me anything … My decision is final. 
 

Sugni But, when have I disagreed with you … I am myself telling you for a year now to 
take up a new job … But why this child-like behavior? 
 

Machhua Now whatever you think … I want to put an end to all this. 
 

Sugni Do you think that by your putting an end to this, all that will end up? 
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Machhua Whether or not? … At least it will have nothing to do with my life any more … 

Now, I don’t ever want to think of fishing in all my life … What to say of fish? … I 
don’t even want to see the net and the rod and line. 
 

Sugni So much of anger? 
 

Machhua Much more than this … Give me … give me the matchbox. 
 

Sugni I shall give you the matchbox just now … but first keep your hand on your heart 
and tell me one thing. 
 

Machhua See Sugni … Don’t try to mislead me by your arguments. 
 

Sugni Are you a child that I will mislead you? 
 

Machhua OK, what do you want to ask? 
 

Sugni First you keep your hand on your heart. 
 

Machhua Oh … (Keeps his hand on his heart) … Tell me quickly and give me the matchbox. 
 

Sugni Again the anger! Be cool for a moment and tell me … Are you truly fed up with 
fishing? 
 

Machhua Ah … Ah … (Removes his hand as if shocked by an electric current) … See Sugni 
… Don’t mislead me … I don’t want to think all this … understand! 
 

Sugni Then don’t think! If you want … I will give you roti [food] just now … go to the 
town and find a job. 
 

Machhua That I will certainly do … Now you give me the matchbox and that’s all! 
 

Sugni Again the same adamancy! Tell me … whose net is this? 
 

Machhua Whose? … As if you don’t know … this is our ancestral net. 
 

Sugni Then you can’t set fire to it … Baba [Grandpa] is alive at present … First, you ask 
him, then do whatever you want. 
 

Machuwa Oh … Oh! 
 

Exit Machhua in great anger. Sugni, helpless, also exits. Enter the Queen Fish, dancing. There is a 
song and music in the background. 
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Fish - Fish, the Queen of water 
Your life is water 

Where will you go from here? 
If you come out, you will die 

Fish - Fish, the Queen of water 
Your life is water 

 
Exit the Queen Fish. The narrators come again into action. 
 
Nat Now the situation will worsen … All the elders in the village will come to know of 

it. 
 

Nati The village boys went to Machhua’s home but could not find him. 
 

Nat When the whole story was known from Sugni, the discussions caught fire. 
 

Nat and Nati move back to the corner. The village youth Raghua, Jitu, Nandu, Tena and others are 
seen discussing in the rural setting. 
 
Raghua Is he doing the right thing? We belong to the fishermen community… this is our 

work. 
 

Kaku Raghu is absolutely correct … We have to depend on it entirely. 
 

Nandu Forget it … It’s easy to talk like that … but you would realize when evil days will 
fall on you. 
 

Jitu Realize it? All this pride will be lost. 
 

Tena Wha … Wha … What do we s … s … say? 
 

Nandu Fool! 
 

Tena Yes … yes … That’s it!  
 

Raghua Shut your mouth, you stammerer! 
 

Kaku Oh Raghu, this is not proper. 
 

Raghua What’s wrong in it? These people don’t understand anything… Have you seen a 
tiger eating grass or a deer hunting? … Each one has to do one’s own work … 
understand. 
 

Kaku Yes Jitu, Raghu is right … Leaving your profession takes you nowhere. 
 

Nandu What will happen then? If we will leave fishing and take up some other job, will we 
develop horns on our head? 
 

Jitu And what else! ... As if those who are involved in other work have different colors 
of blood? Kaku, all have the same pair of legs and hands. 
 

Raghua See Jitu … Don’t talk so roughly… This is not only your problem. 
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Jitu What? … Am I talking roughly?… Who started the argument? 

 
Nandu This concerns the whole village … Who are you then to take a decision? 

 
Raghua See Nandu … Don’t make me angry. 

 
Jitu Oh, forget it … What will you do? 

 
Raghua Do you want to see that …? 

 
Kaku Stop, stop … No need to quarrel amongst ourselves … since it concerns the whole 

village … Baba alone will take the decision. 
 

Nandu Yes … This is a good suggestion. 
 

Tena  I wanted to te … te … tell it ea … ea … earlier, but what can I d …d … do? 
 

Raghua Let’s go … Baba should be near the meeting point [raised platform where the 
villagers sit to discuss matters related to them] … We go there. 
 

Exit all villagers. The narrators come into action again. 
 
Nat Oh my dear, see what happened in this village? 

 
Nati I am seeing, my dear, all have lost their peace of mind owing to Machhua’s anger. 

 
Nat All that is fine, dear … but Sugni is in great trouble. 

 
Nati What trouble, my dear? 

 
Nat She is very unhappy … She is trying to pacify Machhua since morning and tired of 

thinking herself. 
 

The narrators freeze in the corners once again. Sugni is seen moving around with a disturbed frame of 
mind. 
 
Sugni Oh … what should I do? … He is angry because of me… Oh … now the whole 

village will know of our personal problem … What will the people think of me … 
Let them think whatever they will, after all, what can I do? There must be a 
solution to all this … I just wanted my children to be educated … dreamt of having 
a slightly better standard of living… Have I done anything wrong? … But what has 
happened … it is the talk of the whole village … I should go and tell Baba 
everything that is in my mind. 
 

Exit Sugni. The narrators come back to action. 
 
Nati So, the true play will start now! 

 
Nat  All will be meeting in the verandah of Baba. 

 
Nati So what is the need for us here, my dear? 

 
Nat My dear, the story hasn’t ended yet … and you are ready to go! 
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Nati Oh, brothers … then let us take you there. 

 
Nat and Nati There … where Baba is sitting and making Machhua understand. 

 
The narrators freeze again. Baba is sitting on the platform and Machhua is standing in front of him. 
 
Baba You are right, my son … but life doesn’t depend on that … This cannot provide 

you sustainable living. 
 

Machhua Look Baba, if it was sustainable, I won’t have said it … Why don’t you 
understand? … We fishermen are not having a sustainable living … our growth is 
at a standstill … The world has changed so much but we are where we were. 
 

 

 
 
Baba That is also our fault, my son … But I was telling you something else. 

 
Machhua What else, Baba? 

 
Baba My son … think for a while … If all the farmers of a country come to know that 

there is nothing more profitable than mustard cultivation and therefore if all of them 
start raising mustard, then what will happen? 
 

Machhua What will happen? All will be rich … Living conditions will improve. 
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Baba Machhua … this is what needs to be understood … Mustard will get money but that 

will not satisfy your hunger … How long would the rice, lentil and wheat in the 
shop last? … The money will last for two to four years … and so also mustard … 
What will happen then? 
 

Enter the group of villagers. 
 
Machhua I understand, Baba. 

 
Raghua Understand what? … The whole village is disturbed because of you. 

 
Baba What happened, Raghua? Why are you so angry? 

 
Raghua Happened … what? … The same argument, Baba … All of them want to leave the 

fishing profession and do some other job. 
 

Baba Then … let them do … One has to do many things for a living … but it is not 
necessary to leave one’s profession … Do that and do this as well. 
 

Jitu No … No … Baba … What have we got from fishing? … We will do some other 
job … We don’t even have a house of our own … How many people in the village 
have a proper house to live in? 
 

Baba Then … will you have a house by doing some other job? 
 

Raghua Yes … as if it is an electric button that you press and the bulb will glow? 
 

Nandu Er … even our own profession has not helped us to get electricity in this village … 
Not even a single vehicle comes. 
 

Machhua Whatever it may be, I think Jitu is right … We fishermen have been living a 
nomadic life for so long. Wherever one wanted, he put up a tin roof and made a 
house … Neither are there any papers about the house nor is there anybody to care 
for us. 
 

Raghua Well … this horrifies me too … Who knows when an officer may come and throw 
us out of our house? What will we do then? 
 

Baba You are right, my son … These are not olden times that by giving a big fish to the 
king you could forget the problem for two to four years … We should have, at 
least, some legal documents about our houses. 
 

Nandu That’s why I have said it a thousand times that we should form a cooperative in our 
village! 
 

Jitu Oh! Cooperative! As if we have had no cooperative in the village so far … Tens of 
times a cooperative was formed … but how did it benefit us? It was only a short-
lived benefit! 
 

Kaku Yes … last time it was so bad … There was no trace of a pond or tank and the 
officers came and formed a cooperative … Only when there are ponds or tanks for 
sustaining so many people … the earnings from the cooperative would help run the 
household expenses. 
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Baba It is a different age now, my son … In our times, there were 52 ponds around our 

village … There were not so many people also … Such a large quantity of fish was 
being harvested that you can’t even imagine … Sometimes we even forgot to 
harvest the fishes from some ponds … The fishes used to grow to very large sizes. 
 

Tena Gr … Gr … Great! … Then where did y … y … you sell them? 
 

Baba Oh, at that time the people were not lazy like you … Much before the dawn, a 
group of over 20 people would take the fish on slings and reach the fish to the 
auctioneer in the city market situated ten miles away. How melodious were the 
songs that we used to sing! 
 

Raghua So, what is it that is lacking now, Baba? We are living in the new age … 
Techniques to raise large quantities of fish in a few days have been developed … 
Transport is also available now. 
 

Jitu OK, OK … Keep this fund of knowledge with you. Agreed that large quantities of 
fish could be produced in a small pond … but it spoils also in no time … 
Cooperative was formed … but what was the arrangement to transport it to the 
market? What about preventing it from spoilage? … At that time you were leading 
and very excited! 
 

Machhua The fault is not only his, Jitu … I also agreed with everything at that time. 
 

Nandu So, why did you agree? Did the doctor advise you to do that? 
 

Machhua What to do? … We are illiterate village people … When the officers came and 
spoke we understood only a little bit. 
 

Jitu Now, listen to all this … When you didn’t understand the matter, was it necessary 
to nod the head? 
 

Raghua So what could we do? … Our village is so far that no one visits easily… Then we 
thought that since the government works for the benefit of the people, hence 
whatever would be done would be beneficial for us … Thinking so, we agreed to 
all that the officers said. 
 

Machhua Yes, brother Jitu … Actually they didn’t understand our language too, so what 
could we say? … But have we not lost anything due to the formation of the 
cooperative? 
 

Jitu It hasn’t done any good, too! 
 

Baba That’s why I am telling you, my sons, practice your traditional profession and do 
the other job also. 
 

Enter Sugni, listening to Baba’s advice. 
 
Sugni Baba is right … I would only say that please do something so that our children get 

better … and our living standard also improves. 
 

Raghua It is easily said than done, Bahuji [form of address] … Since birth we have been 
involved in our own profession.. What else could we do now? 
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Kaku Right … Raghu is very correct … Think! … Think for a while! The profession 

which has been a part of our life … leaving that, what else could we do? … For 
how many days will our heart allow us to continue with the new job? For how 
many days, tell me … how many days? 
 

All actors freeze. Enter narrators. 
 
Nat and Nati There is a question … an answer is required … There is a question … an answer is 

required … We also need to know the ways to better life … There is a question … 
an answer is required. 
 

Nat Then my dear … What will happen to this village now? … And what will happen 
to our drama? 
 

Nati Then my dear … the answer is here. 
 

Nati exits and comes back with the Queen Fish and dances with her. There is a song in the 
background. 
 

When everyone has decided 
To write a new chapter 

Change yourself and change the world 
Forget all that has gone old 

New path will be laid 
Where the aspirations will take 

Says this … the Queen Fish 
When everyone has decided 

To write a new chapter 
 
All Fish … Oh Fish … Queen of Water … Your advice … We have all agreed … 
 

End of Act One 
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Act Two 
 
Nat and Nati enter the “stage”, dancing and singing. 
 
Nat Oh, my dear … What is it that we need to tell our viewers today? 

 
Nati  Oh, my dear … We are caught in the mahajal … Now … how do we drift in the 

river? 
 

Nat So, this is the problem … Come, please come … run … run and help me. 
 

Nati starts running and comes to one corner, breathing heavily and pretends as if tired. 
 
Nati What’s the matter? … Why are you calling? 

 
Nat Why don’t you see that our story is trapped in the mahajal? 

 
Nati  Story? … In mahajal? … Is it a new type of fish? 

 
Nat No, it is not a fish, brothers … sisters … ladies and gentlemen … This is not a fish, 

but the story of fishermen. 
 

Nat and Nati Story … that is trapped in the mahajal … in the quagmire of policies! 
 

Nati The story of Sugni and Machhua …  
 

Nat The story of Jitu and Raghua …  
 

Nat and Nati Trapped in the meshes of its own problems and struggling to wriggle out … 
 

Nati Fine enough, my dear … All the fishermen have now gathered at the meeting point 
in the village. 
 

Nat Look there … Oh there … It appears that something is going to happen today. 
 

Nati Please move away and make way … Let the public watch the play! 
 

Nat Oh, I am sorry that I am hindering their view. 
 

Exit Nat and Nati. The crowd gathers at the meeting point where some district officers are also seen. 
 
Machhua What do I tell you, sir? … These people are educated and will be able to follow you. 

 
Officer Why do you say that? … I know you for so many years … You are the village 

leader and I recognize you alone. 
 

Machhua No, sir … Please talk to him only … Otherwise he will question like an advocate. 
 

Officer OK, please let me know your name? 
 

Jitu Jitu. 
 

Officer What’s the matter? Please speak. 
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Jitu No, what do I say? … I am only putting forth the fishermen’s viewpoints. 

 
Officer  OK, tell me what happened. 

 
Jitu Nothing! … What will happen? … We will do what you would suggest but who is 

there to listen to us? 
 

Officer Yes, please speak … We have come to listen to you. 
 

Jitu Just listening to our problems will not do! … You will also have to do something. 
 

Officer Why don’t you speak out as to what you want? Shall we dig a pond? 
 

Jitu Do whatever you will but let it be done on time! 
 

Baba Keep quiet! … Is it the way to speak to the officers? 
 

Officer Don’t bother! Come on, speak Jitu, speak. 
 

Jitu What should I say? … If we had the seed before the monsoon, quality seed, then it 
was possible to raise a good crop of fish … Now the seed is either available in your 
office that is far-off or else when the trader brings it … There is no surety about its 
availability anywhere. 
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Raghua Yes sir … Last year I visited your office four times when I learnt that the seed was 

to be made available the next week. I spent 350 Rupees on travel alone and then I 
could get the seed for 500 Rupees. 
 

Officer My dear friend, you should have called us on the phone. 
 

Nandu Where is the guarantee that we would get the line … It would then be in the next 
season only that we would get the seed. 
 

Officer Why do you bother so much? … Don’t you realize that we give you the seed at such 
a low cost? … With what amount of subsidy? Will you get it elsewhere? 
 

Tena Wh … a … t… s… ub … sidy… ? 
 

Raghua Tena, keep quiet. We request you to make arrangements for the availability of the 
seed in our village. 
 

Jitu What else! … If the seed is produced in the village, each one of the big or small 
farmers would be able to do fish culture. 
 

Machhua That’s right, Jitu! … But what do we do about the pond? 
 

Officer What? … Do we not get the ponds excavated? 
 

Jitu What should I tell you? … It will displease you! 
 

Officer No … no … you tell me. 
 

Jitu Three years ago you had got a pond constructed … you got it excavated where you 
liked. 
 

Officer What can I do about it? … It has to be constructed where the land is available. 
 

Nandu Well, it is up to you but it does not retain any water for fish culture … It has been 
constructed on an improper site. 
 

Baba This is true, Saheb … Can the water be stored in the upland? 
 

Officer Listen … Please note how many schemes are being operated by the government. 
We keep coming … Just take the advice of the experts and it will solve your 
problem. 
 

Sugni Sir … I would request you to please do something for the women too … as we have 
to sit in the sun, rain and dust on the roadside to sell the fish … It is a great ordeal. 
 

Officer Yes, everything will be done … Please send Machhua to our office. We shall send 
our expert to advise you on all aspects … Now I shall leave … I have to go to some 
other places too. 
 

Baba OK … Please, thanks … Machhua, go and see off the Saheb … Let us also go. 
 

Enter Nat and Nati, singing and dancing. They refer to the coming and going of officers who tell the 
farmers about the schemes and the techniques of fish culture. 
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Tena  Nandu Bhaiya, Wh … a … t … is t … h … i … s … s … c … h … eme? 

 
Jitu The same thing that you plan when you wish to pilfer cucumber from Magru’s 

fields! 
 

Tena Wh … at Jitu Bhai … ya … ? Wh … at is this ex … pert? 
 

Jitu Keep quiet! … Have I taken the responsibility to tell you everything? 
 

Raghua Look, Jitu … You are the most well-read man in the village … When he is asking 
you something, why don’t you tell him? 
 

Jitu Oh! Poor man! … You call him a stammerer ten times in a day … Now you are 
recommending him. 
 

Raghua If you know … tell him … otherwise forget it! 
 

Jitu Yes, I don’t know … Is it necessary that I should explain everything? 
 

Baba Why do keep arguing on small things? Sit together and discuss rather than quarrel 
all the time … This young blood! 
 

Kaku Yes, come on … sit down … Today Machhua has gone to bring the saheb and 
should be coming now. 
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Jitu What will be the outcome of his visit? … He would give a lecture but not money. 

 
Nandu Is it only money that is everything, Jitu? 

 
Jitu So, will it be enough with the lecture alone? … Follow these techniques for fish 

culture … fertilize in so many days … apply medicine in so many days … If you do 
this, the seed will grow fast … Culture of such and such varieties of fish is more 
profitable … and all that … Who does not know all that? 
 

Kaku Listen … we do not know the new developments. 
 

Raghua This is true … All the fishermen do not get to know the information on new 
developments, but Jitu is also right … Will we be benefited by the information 
alone without the capital? … The government is not taking any steps in this 
direction. 
 

Baba What, Raghua … loan is available! 
 

Jitu Is it so easy to obtain a loan? … You have to make repeated visits. 
 

Nandu Why don’t you ask me? … In anticipation of getting the loan in time, I ventured to 
borrow the money from the lender and purchased the seed as well as made all other 
arrangements, but what happened? 
 

Jitu Leave it, Nandu … Everybody knows about it. 
 

Tena I d … d … on’t kn … kn … know. 
 

Jitu He kept visiting the bank, fisheries office and so many other places for four months 
and by the time he got the loan, the amount to be paid to the moneylender had 
increased threefold, Tena … The loan that was received from the bank was simply 
paid to the lender and after the sale of the crop, he paid the rest of the money to all 
others from whom he had borrowed. 
 

Kaku This is a matter of chance. 
 

Raghua It is not chance, Kaku … It is a case of irresponsibility … If he had the loan on time 
where was the need for him to borrow from the moneylender? … What did he get 
after the running about? … All that he earned was the fish that he consumed … He 
had perforce to indulge in other activities to run the family expenses. 
 

Tena L … Look … Th … There … Ma … Ma .. Machhua! 
 

Raghua Oh, leave it … We know … Please come, Pranam [respectful address] Saheb. 
 

Machhua enters with the technical officer (T Officer). Everybody gets up and welcomes him. Baba 
leaves the seat for the officer and sits on the floor. 
 
T Officer  Vanakkam [form of greeting in Tamil Nadu where the officer belongs to, equivalent 

of the north Indian Pranam] 
 

Tena Va … Va … Vanakkam 
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T Officer I have wished you all. 

 
Everyone wishes him again, as the form of greeting used by him was unknown to these people. 
 
T Officer You know, I am a technical officer … Whatever you will ask me … I would tell 

you. 
 

Machhua What should we ask you, sir? … Please tell us how can we have a good business of 
fish that would provide employment to all the people in this village. 
 

T Officer Oh, you mean fish business and employment? … You see … I am a technical man 
… I can tell you how to do fish culture … how to increase fish production … 
Business is not my part! … But you know I have traveled a lot and I suggest you 
one thing … Why don’t you make a Self-Help Group? 
 

Raghua What did you say, sir? … What group? 
 

T Officer You know … Cooperate with each other to help yourselves. 
 

Baba That’s what I have been telling these people … Now that Machhua has already 
broached the subject and everyone is present here … so, my children … Join and 
work together from now on. 
 

T Officer Yes … father is right … If you will help yourselves, then God will also help you. 
 

Nandu This means that we should invest our own money … collect a small amount from 
each one to have some capital? 
 

Raghua That can be done, Nandu … but where will you bring the pond from? … Who will 
give the pond to us for fish culture? … Please tell us, sir. 
 

T Officer You know … I can’t tell you anything in this regard … This is government’s 
jurisdiction … If you apply to the government then it may consider … You know 
government can give you a pond. 
 

Jitu Sir, why don’t you get us a pond for ten years? … Then see what we can do. 
 

T. Officer No, no, no … You know I can’t do anything … You organize a Self-Help Group 
and then apply to the government … I have noted such a case in another place … 
You know … model village … Oh, how beautiful! 
 

Enter Nat and Nati, dancing and singing. The fishermen and technical officer watch silently. 
 
Nat and Nati We have seen a beautiful village … What a nice place for the fishermen to live! 

 
Nat They live together, they die together. 

 
Nati They help themselves. 

 
Nat and Nati They live together, they die together … they help themselves … They have made 

for themselves … Oh … Oh … they have made for themselves. 
 

Nat A place to live under one roof. 
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Nat and Nati We have seen a beautiful village … How beautiful a place for the fishermen to live. 

 
Nati Oh, my lord, what is this chaun? … that you have incorporated in the song? 

 
Nat Oh Bawri … listen … desire … come and get … This is chaun. 

 
Nati Oh … What’s this hanky-panky that you are telling? … The audience are getting 

bored … If you continue like this, they will start throwing rotten tomatoes on you! 
 

Nat Look here, Nati … Do you know that village? … There the fishermen get all kinds 
of facilities in one house … under one roof … understand? 
 

Nati Do you mean to say that I don’t know that? … You know … there they get not only 
the loan but even fish seed, feed and medicines under one roof … along with 
necessary information too on all aspects of fish culture … That’s why! 
 

Nat Yes … that’s why it is. 
 

Nat and Nati Such a beautiful village … such a beautiful village … A beautiful place for the 
fishermen to live! 
 

Nati Where they raise a lot of fish! 
 

Nat And live together … and live happily. 
 

Nat and Nati They don’t have any problems … Oh … Oh … There is no quarrel and bickering 
between them. 
 

Nat and Nati We have seen a beautiful village … A nice place for the fishermen to live! 
 

Exit Nat and Nati. The fishermen and technical officer resume their discussions. 
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T Officer Oh … such a model village … It must be seen! 

 
Machhua Can we also do like this, sir? 

 
T Officer You know … a man can do anything if he wants … man wanted, he reached the 

moon … If you will want, you will be able to produce a lot of fish … You know … 
the entire life will change … If you will ask me, then I will provide you all the 
technical support. 
 

Jitu That’s all OK, sir … But, if per chance, the fish that is harvested is not sold and rots 
away then … in one single instance, all the business will be over. 
 

T Officer Oh yes … Insurance … the fish is insured also in that village … if you do that, your 
business will be safe, you know. 
 

Machhua But who will do that for us, sir? 
 

T Officer I can’t do it … only government … only when the government will have a policy … 
You know … it is possible if you demand it. 
 

Nandu Oh my God! … So many things … Who is going to tell us all that every day? 
 

Baba My sons, you must understand all this … Try to understand. 
 

Tena Un … Un … Under … s … s … stand what? F … First Eng … lish and … then … 
Sir’s pronunciations! 
 

Baba Listen, my sons … first decide that you would help yourselves … Then meet and 
elect your representative … It will be he who would tell you everything. 
 

Machhua I would suggest that we should elect Jitu and start this work from now itself. 
 

T Officer Oh good, it’s alright … If you elect a man, I will give him all types of technical 
knowledge … He will be fully trained … then you will have good business. 
 

Raghua Then we elect Jitu for this purpose right now … What, brothers? … What have you 
to say? 
 

All Yes … yes … fine indeed. 
 

T Officer Oh … how nice! … Then I go now … You know … you all will work well now … 
You know that proverb, “If there is a will, there is a way”? 
 

Tena Wha … wha … what did you s … s … say, sir? 
 

Jitu Tena … this means … if you want something, then you have a way to get it. 
 

All Yes, yes … we understand now. 
 

All turn quiet. Enter Nat and Nati. 
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Nat and Nati It has started … started … started … the vehicle of this village has started … Ready 

to help themselves … after electing a jankar … it has started moving … It has 
started, started, started … the vehicle of this village has started. 
 

Nati So, my lord, the story of this village is over. 
 

Nat Yes, the fishermen are now aware of how to progress? 
 

Nati So, we go then. 
 

Nat  Yes, we go. 
 

Nat and Nati So, ladies and gentlemen … you have seen our drama … many, many thanks! 
 

Nati Oh my lord … one minute … just look to that side. 
 

Nat Oh! Machali Rani (Queen Fish)! 
 

 Enter Queen Fish, dancing and singing. 
 

I am the fish – Queen of water 
I live in my own style 

I live with those 
Who help themselves 

I am the fish – Queen of water 
Oh, my dear fishermen 

You also come and join us 
I am the fish – Queen of water 

 

The End 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


